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Development of the " Beta—Boy" Radiation Counter
for Public Acceptance Activities

. Introduction XA04C0410

Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd., which was established on July 1st, 1992
largely financed by Japan's electric power companies is presently
developing four projects in the village of Rqkkasho, Aomori Prefecture,
roughly 700km north of Tokyo: a uranium enrichment plant, which began
operation in March, 1992; a reprocessing plant to begin construction
in March, 1993; a high level radioactive waste storage facility for
waste returned from overseas reprocessing, construction of which began
in May, 1992; and a low level radioactive waste disposal center for
waste generated in nuclear power plants, which began operation in
December, 1992.

Approval for the location of these facilities was obtained from
the authorities in Aomori Prefecture and Rokkasho Village in 1985.
However, following the Chernobyl accident in 1986, the nuclear fuel
cycle project in Rokkasho as well as other nuclear facilities through-
out the country were faced with very active opposition from the anti-
nuclear movement. Through our efforts to obtain public acceptance by
arranging site tours, lectures, public debates and so on, we realized
that many of the people of Aomori Prefecture had doubts about the
nuclear fuel cycle, and that more than 80% of those people held
concerns about radiation. We also found that through the demonstration
of measuring atmospheric radiation levels using a large conventional
portable GM survey meter of the type used in nuclear facilities, we
were able to obtain considerable understanding of the nature of
radiation at our lectures. Realizing therefore the need to increase
this effect, we decided to develop a simple radiation counter, which
all the participants at our lectures could operate themselves to
measure radiation.

I will now explain the characteristics of " Beta—Boy" , our new
radiation counter, and the method how to explain about radiation by
using " Beta-Boy" in our public acceptance activities.

2. Features of the new radiation counter

A gamma radiation counter had already been developed for use in
public acceptance activities. This device is ideal since it can
directly measure the effects on the human body of gamma radiation
(unit: milli—sievert). However, it is unable to detect the tiny
amounts of radioactivity included in stones, dehydrated food, potassic
fertilizer, hot springs fur, luminous paint, and so on. Our newly

developed radiation counter is able to detect thebeta radiation
emitted from these materials both easily and accurately.

Its efficiency is similar to that of conventional portable GM
survey meter.

For the easy operation of the new radiation counter, we removed
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the measurement range and time constant selectors, so that the user
needs only on the main switch, and then integrated the detector and
electronic circuit into one unit.

Also at 360g, it is one fifth the weight of conventional portable
GM survey meter and therefore compact and easily portable. It can be
carried along with six different samples in an A4 sized case.

The new radiation counter costs around $800, which is only a
quarter of conventional portable GM survey meter.

3. Explanation process using the new radiation counter

I would like to introduce how we use " Beta—Boy" for explanation
about radiation to the general public.

(1) Having given a basic explanation of the counter and its
operation, we take a control reading from the meter without any
sample placed by the detector.

(2) By comparing meter values for a stone sample and the control
sample, we are able to demonstrate that we are exposed to
radiation from the ground.

(3) By comparing meter values for dry seaweed and the control, we
demonstrate that we are also exposed to radiation by taking
food. Then we explain that food contains radioactivity because,
in its growing stages, it takes nourishment from the ground or
from fertilizers, and to demonstrate this point we take readings
from two kinds of potassic fertilizer.

(4) We demonstrate that radiation level from the ground varies
according to location by taking readings from furs collected
from hot springs. Then we explain that eveyone is very fond
of hot springs and knows how good they are for the health.

(5) Having thus demonstrated that we are exposed to radiation
present all around us in our everyday lives, we go on to explain
that we are also exposed to radiation from space which is
barely detectable by this counter, and that the human body
receives a dose of around 1 milli—sievert each year. We further
point out that people live in some places in the world are
exposed to more than 10 times the radiation that Japanese are.

(6) We point out that we are also exposed to artificial radiation
and demonstrate this by taking a reading from the sample alarm
clock. We then explain that each time we have a chest or stomach
x—ray examination, we receive a dose of 0.3 or 4 milli Sieverts
respectively.

(7) We explain that radiation, like salt that is necessary to us or
caffeine that is contained in coffee, is dangerous to us only
when taken in a large dose at a single time. We then explain
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that it has been ascertained from research carried out both on
the victims exposed to radiation from the nuclear bombs in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and also on their descendants over the
past 40 years that we must be exposed to radiation equivalent
to more than 200 years of natural radiation before showing
negative radiation effects.

(8) We explain that based on its policy of maintaining the effects
of radioactive materials released from nuclear facilities at the
lowest possible levels, the nuclear fuel cycle project in
Rokkasho adopts the best technology available in the world,and
the effects of radiation in Rokkasho will be less than one
fortith of natural radiation levels at only 0.022 milli-
sieverts a year at the highest estimation.

(9) Placing an iron sheet over the alarm clock and taking a reading,
we are able to demonstrate that it is possible to shield radia-
tion. We explain that on the same principle the personnel of
nuclear facilities are able to work without being exposed to a
large radiation and that this is the same Drinciple as a dentist
using an apron containing lead when taking x—rays of teeth.

4. Conclusion

In order to try and ensure a better understanding of radiation,
we presently use the new radiation counter at lectures and site tours
and also lend them out free of charge to opinion leaders and local
offices of the national and prefectural administrations, in Aomori
Prefecture.We are now making moves for them to be used in the future
as teaching aids in schools.

Although " Beta-Boy" was developed specifically to be used in
public acceptance activities, it is also expected to be widely used,
after the modification of an added measurement range switch, as a
personal contamination survey meter in nuclear power facilities.


